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Introduction
Adenoviruses are common pathogens that often cause a broad 
spectrum of human diseases, including pharyngitis, 
pharyngoconjunctival fever, pneumonia, conjunctivitis, hemorrhagic 
cystitis, and gastroenteritis.
The human adenoviruses belong to the Mastadenovirus genus. Up to 
now, about 49 different serotypes of Adenovirus have been identified 
and about half of them are believed to cause human diseases. They 
have been classified into 6 subgroups (A through F), based on various 
immunological, biological and biochemical characteristics.
Adenoviruses are medium-sized (70-90nm in diameter) non-enveloped 
icosahedral viruses, containing a double-stranded DNA genome. The 
viral capsid consists of 240 capsomers (hexons which carry type-
specific, subtype-specific and group-specific characteristics) and 12 
vertex capsomers (pentons) each with a protruding fibre. 
They can infect cells of the respiratory tract, the eyes, the intestines, 
and the urinary tract.  The infection cycle takes approximately 30 
hours and results in the production of more than 100.000 new virus 
particles per cell.

Most adenoviral infections last from a few days to a week. Severe 
respiratory infections may last longer and cause persistent symptoms, 
such as a cough. Pneumonia can last anywhere from 2 to 4 weeks. In 
cases of pharyngoconjunctival fever, sore throat and fever may 
disappear within a week, but conjunctivitis can persist for another 
several days to a week. 
Rare results of Adenovirus infections include meningitis, encephalitis, 
arthritis, skin rash, myocarditis, pericarditis, and hepatitis.

Comparison of methods for diagnosis of Adenovirus  

We have developped a new immunochromatographic test based 
on a monoclonal antibody (MAb) specific for the hexon antigen. 
This Mab is coated on the nitrocellulose and is conjugated to 
colloidal gold. A build-in control is used as migration control.  A 
field validation has been conducted at the Hôpital Saint-Pierre in 
Brussels to compare the Adeno Respi-Strip to the ELISA 
method.
117 nasopharyngeal samples (NPS) were diluted 2 times in the 
provided ready-to-use sample dilution buffer. The strips were 
then dipped into the solution for 15 minutes. Results are 
summarized hereafter.

Results

The Adeno Respi-Strip  was also evaluated on 88 samples 
supernatants after a three weeks culture period. These clinical 
samples included Influenza A, Influenza B, Adenovirus, RSV, 
Enterovirus, HSV and Rhinovirus. All results were in 
concordance with the sample status giving rise to 100% for both 
sensitivity and specificity.

The Adeno Respi-Strip was shown to be negative for 
N. asteroides, S. pneumoniae, M. catarrhalis, S. pyogenes, 
A. niger, L. pneumophila, C. albican, and H. influenzae.
S. aureus showed false-positive result at more than 
107bacteria/ml. This concentration is 1000 times higher than 
observed in nasal fluid of non-symptomatic carriers (16).

The  Coris Adeno Respi-Strip shows sensitivity and specificity 
comparable to the best routine currently available methods. 
Nevertheless,  tests are easier to handle and results are obtained 
within minutes. It is the only rapid test which has been 
specifically developed for detection of respiratory Adenovirus 
giving rise to better patient health care and appropriate use of
antiviral treatments.

Conclusion
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Sensitiv ity 98,7%
Specificity 92,9%
Positive Predictive Value 97,5%
Negative Predictive Value 96,1%
Concordance 96,6%

It can be difficult to distinguish the adenovirus infection from other 
viruses even if symptoms may suggest the presence of Adenovirus.
Most of routine laboratories perform either cell culture or antigen 
detection, which are more suitable and accurate. Antigen detection 
(EIA, latex and membrane immunoassays), nucleic acid detection 
(polymerase chain reaction, hybridizations), and virus isolations are 
those techniques used to identify adenovirus infections.

ELISA
Adeno Respi-Strip

Positive Negative Total

Positive 39 1 40
Negative 3 74 77

Total 42 75 117

ELISA / EIA IC DIF  -  CIF
Minimum Sample
per Run

3 + 1 Control
(1 row)

1 (Control
Included)

1 (No Control)

Internal Control No YES NO
Instructions for Use Heterogeneous Two

Steps
Homogenous One-
Step Test

Multiple Steps (Cell culture-
fixation-reading)

Simplicity of Process MODERATE HIGH LOW
Sample Preparation  Dilution

 Dispensing
 Dilution  Sample Culture (CIF)

 Sample Fixation
Test Performance Higher than DIF.  Higher than DIF. Reference  Method
Test Duration 60 – 120 MIN. 10-20 MIN. 15-30 MIN.

Several days if sample culture
Manipulation Time
per Sample

4 – 5 MIN.
(Decreasing with
quantities)

2 – 3 MIN.
(Decreasing with
quantities)

10 MIN.

Results Reading
Instrumentation

ELISA Reader NONE Fluorescence Microscope

Interpretation EASY EASY HIGH SKILL NEEDED
Accuracy Level Semi-Quantitative Qualitative Sample is positive only when

you see I.F. on a minimum of
infected cells. (Usually 20)

Archivable Result YES YES NO
Invest and
Maintenance Costs

ELISA Reader None - Cell Culture Equipment
- Fluorescence  Microscope


